Adoption

Adopt a pygmy marmoset, the world’s smallest monkey, so visitors can continue to observe how these tiny monkeys raise their young. Adopt an elephant to show hundreds of people every day how this huge animal moves around and behaves in a group. Or adopt the edible garden so the keepers can feed edible flowers, plants and herbs to the animals. You can also choose to adopt one of the over 500 other animal species, hundreds of trees, works of art, monuments or countless benches present in ARTIS.

Early adopters

ING bank has adopted the lions for more than 30 years.
Hudson’s Bay Company is the adopter of the Hudson Bay wolves.
Fort Advocaten, a law firm, has adopted the griffon vultures.
Amsterdam Marriott & Renaissance Hotel has adopted the reticulated giraffe.
Tapir Tape is the adopter of the South American tapir.
Sakata has adopted the Minangkabau House.

Become an adopter. Support ARTIS.
For you and ARTIS

You can support ARTIS by adopting an animal, plant, tree or a heritage item. This support will enable ARTIS to encourage the wider public towards a responsible treatment of nature, both now and in future.

ARTIS adoption packages

Each adoption package offers various options for the adoption of an animal, plant, tree or heritage item. An example of the various animal packages that you can adopt is shown below. Each adoption package entitles you to several benefits. ARTIS has created three adoption packages for you.

**Small adoption package**
from €2,500 (excl. VAT)

- 10 admission tickets
- 25% discount on additional admission tickets (max. 100 tickets)
- 10% discount on venue hire

**Medium adoption package**
from €5,000 (excl. VAT)

- 20 admission tickets
- 25% discount on additional admission tickets (max. 200 tickets)
- 20% discount on venue hire

**Large adoption package**
from €10,000 (excl. VAT)

- 30 admission tickets
- 25% discount on additional admission tickets (max. 300 tickets)
- 25% discount on venue hire

Benefits included in each adoption package

- Brand visibility on the adoption nameplate in ARTIS Park
- Brand visibility on www.artis.nl
- Brand visibility in the ARTIS Annual Report
- Framed photo for your office
- Use of the ARTIS logo and image (after consultation)
- Monthly ARTIS newsletter
- Quarterly ARTIS magazine
- Invitation to the ARTIS Business Relations Day
- ‘The Zookeeper Presents’